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Following the Conference France - Latin America, which took place in Paris at the Maison de l’Amérique Latine on June 21 2006.which followed a meeting of the ACFCI with the diplomatic corps of various Latino-Américain countries, (network of the Ambassadors) it had been decided to carry out actions in training and the reception of SME in these various countries, with the support of the CCI. Following this conference, various actions were carried out, with amongst other things a visit of a delegation in Colombia and more particularly a mission in Chile, on the initiative of University UBO of Santiago (Universidad Bernardo O' Higgins) The French mission which went to Chile was made up of specialists which around Alain Juillet emphasized different aspects from the cooperation, by using as central theme the Economic Intelligence and in the same time the field of the formation, safety and industrial development (large and small companies). The preparation of the seminar was carried out by University UBO in Chile and by the ACFCI in France (more particularly by Mr Mario Sandoval). This Mission in Latin America was carried out within the framework of the international seminar:



INTELIGENCIA ECONOMICA, DEFENSA Y SEGURIDAD: “Los desafíos para el siglo XXI”



This two days seminar in Santiago of Chile, was followed by various closed meetings either to Santiago, or in Valparaíso. On a practical point of view we can underline in addition to the institutional aspects of collaborations, the good perception of ATELIS (ESCEM Tours Poitiers), as of the products of analysis of Matheo Sostware, represented in Chile by IALE Chile. One of the conclusions of this international seminar is really the concept of continuity and the will of the two parties to prolong, beyond a simple series of conferences, the contacts which were tied at the time of this event.
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